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Details of Visit:

Author: Thoroughbred
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Sun 5 Sep 2010 11.10
Duration of Visit: 1 hour
Amount Paid: 120
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Phone: 07943651298

The Premises:

Ideal setting. Discreet, very nice residential surroundings. Parking fine. The place was spotless and
tastefully decorated with a huge bathroom. Big double bed, nice clean towels available, even a chair
for clothes. My advice would be to allow a few minutes extra to pinpoint the exact location of the
house. 

The Lady:

A very attractive nubile young lady. I'd say Natasa is 18/19, about 5' 4'', lovely perfect breasts on a
fit body. Dark but highlighted shoulder length hair, a couple of small tattoos. Captivating eyes I
thought. A really cute demeanour about her. Natasa has a tongue stud, which would prove to come
in very useful.

The Story:

Punts like this are the reason why I take a chance from time to time.

Natasa has very little feedback to date but something about her profile told me I should take a punt.
Arrangements were very straight forward (spoke to her direct) and was given the location straight
away.

Greeted by Natasa and immediately offered a shower, which I accepted (I advise it to be taken as it
wasn't included in my time).

Natasa asked what I liked then it was immediately into full on French kissing, hubba hubba I knew
then I wasn't going to last long first time! This girl really knows how to turn a man on, with
strategically placed hands and legs, not just kissing, a proper gfe. Onto some oral on me, Natasa
belies her years here with an impressive technique, putting the stud to good use. This was great but
I wanted to taste her so time for a bit of reverse. Natasa has a tidy pussy which I complimented her
on, which is also very tight.

I knew this was going to be quick, so it went for doggy straight off and exploded within a couple of
minutes. Natasa was quick to say don't worry, you can cum again in the time, she wasn't wrong
either!

After clean up, immedately Natasa asked me what I wanted to do, customer service in this
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environment rarely comes as good as this. I asked her to pick out her favourite toy, I used it on her
for a while then gave it to her, she seemed to enjoy herself.

Now raring to go for R2, I let her on top, the vision of her riding me with her lovely boobs bouncing
up and down a few inches from my eyes will stay with me for a long long time. Then went for
traditional mish I think this was her fav, couldn't hold back for the second time.

Normally the girl would be looking to end things here but she asked me what I wanted to do! Wow I
said just relax a bit so she wrapped herself around me and we chatted for a bit while she stroked
my considerable belly. Natasa's English is ok but limted but we got by, (she is Hungarian) especially
as she is charming. I then asked how long we had left, told 10 mins, I asked if it ok to cum again,
yes it was.

Opted for the CIM finish this time, there is no end to this girl's powers, I was a bit worried about
detrimentally affecting the colour co-ordintated duvet but she managed to capture it all while I
finished myself off and she put her tongue and tongue stud to further good use. She proudly
showed me the fruits of my labour with a glint in her eye.

Gorgeous, cute, cheeky, fit, attentive, friendly, skilful, enthusiastic, it doesn't get much better than
this, surely?

Awesome.
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